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Abstract: Electric retrofitting (e-retrofitting) is a viable option for accelerating the renewal of heavy-
duty vehicle fleets to reduce the related emissions. We introduce a simulation-based assessment
of e-retrofitting strategies for heavy-duty vehicles. Our simulation tool, an electric vehicle fleet
simulation toolbox, comprises three modules, namely driving cycles, vehicle dynamics, and vehicle
profiles. The first allows for the creation of realistic driving cycles based on GPS data from real
routes. The vehicle dynamics and vehicle profiles incorporate, e.g., the modelling of the powertrain
and driving conditions. Ten realistic driving cycles were created and used for investigating and
comparing three different powertrain alternatives, including the original diesel powertrain, electric
with a single-speed transmission and electric with a multi-speed transmission. The vehicles were
simulated in two different heavy-load scenarios. First, driving with a cargo load represented by the
maximum vehicle weight and second, driving with snow ploughing. We found that the multi-speed
transmission in an electric heavy-duty truck significantly improved its traction performance and
gradeability. On the other hand, the effect on the electric powertrain efficiency, and thereby on the
energy consumption, remained rather minor. Considering the given workload scenarios, our results
advocate employing rather than omitting the gearbox in the e-retrofit truck process.

Keywords: vehicle simulation; heavy-duty truck; e-retrofit; electric powertrain; duty cycle; driving
cycle; driving performance; single-speed; multi-speed; transmission

1. Introduction

The majority of commercial heavy-duty vehicles in the EU are powered by diesel
engines [1] having consequently a big impact on the energy consumption and emissions
produced from road transport [2]. The heavy-duty vehicles account for about 25% of
transport related CO2 emissions and 6% of the total emissions in EU [3]. There is a vast
incentive to reduce both the energy consumption and emissions of this particular sector,
electrification being one of the solutions. Although major players, such as Volvo, Scania
and MAN, have initiated a comprehensive portfolio of electrical alternatives in general,
the renewal of the heavy-duty fleets is still in its initial stage. The reasons for this are the
long lifetimes of existing vehicles, and partly also the availability and performance of the
present technologies.

One option for speeding up the fleet renewal process is retrofitting the internal com-
bustion engine (ICE) vehicles with an electric powertrain. Electric retrofits (e-retrofits)
have gained a lot of attention in recent years and there are companies offering commercial
retrofitting kits for heavy-duty vehicles. For example, Linkker has launched a retrofit kit
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called LinkDrive [4] and Pepper Motion offers e-troFit concept [5], both specialised for
heavy-duty buses. Notably, the e-retrofit cases of heavy-duty vehicles tend to focus on fleet
buses predominantly because the driving cycles and performance requirements are usually
more predictable for transit buses than they are for commercial trucks. Retrofitting ICE ve-
hicles potentially increases acceptance and adoption of electric vehicles [6]. It offers a more
cost-efficient and sustainable alternative to new hardware [7], which not only increases the
resource utilisation of ICE vehicles [6] but also extends the lifetime of the current fleets on
the market and accelerates the electrification of the current vehicles on the streets.

Electric powertrains are often equipped with single-speed transmissions due to the
high performance of electric motors over a large speed range. Their simple structure also
mitigates cost, volume, energy losses and the overall drivetrain mass [8]. However, with
commercial heavy-duty trucks supplemental driving resistance is caused by high gross
vehicle weights, varying route grade and different terrain types. Thus, it may be necessary
to ensure a proper traction performance with a gearbox. Additional gear ratios allow the
motor to work in its most efficient operating range. Better efficiency appears as higher
top speed, faster acceleration and increased gradeability [8]. Besides, it reduces the power
requirement of the motor and drains less power from the battery leading to an increased
driving range or reduced battery size [9].

Multi-speed transmissions designed for electric heavy-duty vehicles have also at-
tracted attention in the related literature. Ahssan et al. [8] review and analyse recent studies
of electric vehicle (EV) transmissions and find clear benefits when comparing both dynamic
and economic performances between electric single-speed and multi-speed vehicles. As it
is a gradual process to design and build a new powertrain, most of the recent studies apply
different simulation methods to anticipate and evaluate the feasibility of certain configura-
tions beforehand. Simulations typically employ basic vehicle physics to describe driving of
a particular vehicle on a given route, modelled as a driving cycle. Since generating driving
cycles from scratch is laborious, either standard or computationally created test driving
cycles are exploited in many cases.

Morozov et al. [10] simulate five different electric motor models, with the power
varying from 150 kW to 350 kW, combined with three to six-speed heavy–duty vehicle
powertrain transmissions using MATLAB Advisor. Commonly-known commercial driving
cycles produced by a chassis dynamometer were exploited. The authors report that despite
the motor power, with more gears higher efficiency regions of motor operation were
reached, although the sufficient acceleration could not be achieved with multiple gears
alone but when combined with a more powerful motor. Similarly, Verbruggen et al. [11]
simulate heavy-duty vehicle energy consumption by comparing a single-speed truck to
modified configurations with two, three, and four gears using MATLAB. Their driving
cycle was derived from the Vehicle Energy consumption Calculation Tool (VECTO), devised
by the European Commission for determining fuel consumption and CO2 emissions caused
by heavy-duty vehicles [12]. Verbruggen et al. [11] find that after the biggest advance from
the second gear, more gears would not bring other benefits than gradeability in terms of a
more dynamic driving cycle. Tan et al. [13], in turn, exploit a specific driving cycle on a
mine construction site. Their paper simulated the optimisation of a two-speed transmission
for a dump truck application using MATLAB Simulink and Autonomie. The authors
apply an increased rolling resistance together with the ground grade to represent terrain
characteristics and find that additional gears improving both the acceleration capability
and energy efficiency.

Still, applying multi-speed transmission in an electric powertrain is a moderately new
concept. In the previous studies, transmission systems are designed for specific applications,
whereupon the main challenge has been optimising the gear ratios and shifting strategies
for individual cases [10,13]. In retrofit cases, however, these issues can be neglected since
the gear ratios and gear shifting technology of the old powertrain can be exploited as they
are. We use this as an advantage. Further, the majority of the papers focus on economic
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performance [11,14] and less is known about the dynamic performance under extreme
conditions which is our main point of focus.

In this study, we assess the dynamic traction performance of an e-retrofitted heavy-
duty truck in high load conditions. We simulate a real case, where a diesel powered
heavy-duty truck is e-retrofitted. The simulations are carried out using a special simulation
toolbox which we expand for our needs. The original drivetrain transmission, consisting of
a six-speed gearbox and a torque converter, can be connected to an electric powertrain. By
comparing the single-speed to the multi-speed configuration, we evaluate the benefit from
retaining the existing transmission.

We simulate two types of driving scenarios, namely a cargo load represented by the
maximum vehicle weight and snow ploughing realised by increased rolling resistance.
To our best knowledge, no prior simulations are run for varying loading cases where
phenomena such as snow ploughing is demonstrated. Simulation parameters for three
different vehicle profiles are specified. The profile types are the original diesel, electric
single-speed and electric multi-speed powertrain. Each vehicle profile is simulated in both
load conditions, resulting in six simulation cases in total.

A novel approach to create realistic driving cycles by combining road and map data is
also implemented. Our simulation tool is used to determine ten driving cycles harnessing
experimental GPS data gathered from typical driving routes of the studied truck. The
research makes the following contributions:

1. Introducing a simulation platform capable for electric and diesel powered multi-
speed trucks;

2. Creation of representative driving cycles based on real driving route map data;
3. Evaluation of benefits from additional gears to driving performance of an elec-

tric truck.

The article is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the simulation methods and
our case parameters. In Section 3, the resulting traction description, transmission control,
map-based driving cycles, realised speed performance, powertrain efficiency, and energy
consumption outcomes are examined. The discussion and final conclusions are presented
in Section 4.

2. Simulation Framework

We simulate the dynamic performance of a heavy-duty truck using VTT Smart eFleet
(SeF) simulation toolbox [15] which employs a multi-physics approach to analyse the energy
flow in electric vehicle systems. SeF was originally developed for electric bus fleets, but
has subsequently been implemented for other vehicle types as well. With the developed
methodology, it is possible to analyse varying vehicle profiles, operation environments and
infrastructures by taking geographical aspects, such as topography, into account alongside
mechanical and electrical capabilities. The toolbox has been validated, for instance, in
realistic heavy-duty operation cases for electric buses using measured data from a chassis
dynamometer [16] and real-life [17,18] experiments.

For the current work, SeF is expanded further to be applicable in heavy-duty truck
simulations. We advance the existing functionalities and combine them with new models of
a diesel engine, automatic multi-speed transmission and torque converter. The simulation
scope is also augmented with a traction performance study to estimate the tractive capability
required from the powertrain system due to heavy load working cycles.

The simulation environment encompasses three main modules which are covered
in the following Sections 2.1–2.3. Figure 1 visualises the whole simulation process. The
route module stores the geographical information and creates the driving cycles. Similarly,
the vehicle module stores multiple vehicle profiles that describe the specifications for
each simulation scenario. Together these modules input vehicle profile and driving cycle
properties to the simulation module which provides the vehicle dynamics.
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Figure 1. Flowchart presentation of the whole simulation process.

2.1. Driving Cycle Creation

SeF incorporates a novel way to create driving cycles based on real map data. This
methodology is analysed, as an example, in Anttila et al. [18]. The route shape formed from
the geographical data is elaborated further to obtain a more detailed digital description of
the routes. The process starts from defining the shape for a particular route. Each route
is divided into short segments constructed from a list of coordinates. The coordinates
are derived either manually or automatically using a geographical information system.
Length of segments define the distance of the route and angles between them describe
curvatures along the route. In addition to the route shape parameters, the other properties
such as speed limit and road slope are carried out separately based on the geographical
map information.

The final speed profile of a driving cycle is completed through simulation algorithms
which modify the original speed limit taking into account crossroads, route curvatures,
and other route characteristics. For example, if the speed limit is 40 km/h on a given road
segment and the vehicle takes a turn to the right, the realised driving cycle speed request
is much lower compared to the speed limit before, during and after the turn. The given
methodology allows us to determine realistic driving speeds for a large set of driving cycles.

2.2. Vehicle Dynamics

The simulation module employs basic vehicle longitudinal dynamics to simulate
traction performance of heavy-duty vehicles. The equations of motion of the truck while
moving follows Newton’s II law (1):

Ftr − Fd − Fr − Fg = Mv̇, (1)

where Fd, Fr, Fg and Ftr are the force components describing aerodynamic drag resistance,
rolling resistance, gradient resistance and tractive force, respectively. In addition, M is the
total vehicle mass and v̇ represents acceleration, the first derivative of speed. The realised
speed of the vehicle is carried out from Equation (1) via time integration.

The aerodynamic drag resistance takes into account the effect of air resistance (2):

Fd =
1
2
· ρ · Cd · A · v2, (2)

where ρ, Cd, A and v denote constant parameters for the air density, aerodynamic drag
coefficient, frontal area of the vehicle and its speed, respectively.

Rolling resistance force presents the force required to overcome the rolling resistance
affecting the tires (3):

Fr = Cr · M · g · cos(θ), (3)

where Cr and g stand for the rolling resistance coefficient and acceleration of gravity. θ
denotes the road slope angle.
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In turn, the gradient resistance from the route grade describes the force needed for an
incline or decline slope (4):

Fg = M · g · sin(θ). (4)

Finally, the traction force on the wheels is calculated through the transmission param-
eters (5):

Ftr = T ·
ig · i f d · η f

rw
, (5)

where T is the motor torque, rw denotes the dynamic radius of the wheels, ig and i f d
are the gear ratio and final drive ratio. η f is the constant driveline efficiency coefficient
determined by the final drive for a single-speed and by the final drive and gearbox for
multi-speed versions.

We use the existing electric motor functionality in SeF, which is previously reported for
example by Halmeaho et al. [16]. The electric motor is rigidly connected to the transmission
with the locked torque converter so the motor speed is always proportional to the vehicle
speed through the given gear ratio. Consequently, the electric motor and transmission
consistently share the same rotational speed which is calculated from the dynamic radius
of the wheels (6):

ωlocked = i f d · ig ·
v

rw
. (6)

As the latest amendment to our simulation tool SeF, the diesel powertrain from the
engine to the transmission was modelled. Apart from the electric powertrain, the diesel
engine model implementation needs to reckon that while the torque converter is unlocked,
the diesel motor speed is not directly conveyed to the powertrain. For this reason, the
separate equation of motion is needed for the engine crankshaft (7):

Teng − Tres − Tconv = Jengω̇, (7)

where Jeng is the total inertia of the engine rotating mass and ω represents the angular
acceleration, the first derivative of the engine crankshaft rotation speed. Teng and Tres are
the driving torque acting on the crankshaft and the resistive torques including the friction
and pumping losses, respectively. The resistive forces are considered as a viscous load.
Tconv denotes the torque acting on the converter input axle (8):

Tconv =
ω2

K2 , (8)

where K denotes the converter capacity factor between the torque output and input speed.
The capacity factor is dependent on the speed ratio as well as the torque ratio, which
describe the ratio of speed and the torque between the converter input and output axle,
respectively.

The torque converter is controlled so that when starting from a standstill the converter
is unlocked and a constant rotation speed is requested from the diesel engine. This occurs
always in the first gear. When the output speed of the converter is close to the engine speed,
the converter is locked until the vehicle speed is almost zero. That is, with the diesel truck
simulations the torque converter is unlocked only at slow speeds at starting and stopping
situations. Otherwise the rotational speed is calculated as in Equation (6).

2.3. Vehicle Profiles

Figure 2 depicts simplified powertrain configurations of three different vehicle types.
The first configuration, denoted by D6s, is the original truck with the diesel engine and
six-speed automatic transmission including the torque converter. D6s also includes a final
drive which is used in both electric powertrains as well. The e-retrofitted single-speed
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version is shown in the second configuration which is referred to as E1s. Its electric driveline
consists of an electric motor, battery pack, inverter and the final drive. The third powertrain
type is composed by combining the electrical components and the original multi-speed
transmission with the locked torque converter so the motor speed is always proportional to
the vehicle speed through the given gear ratio. This configuration is named E6s.

Figure 2. Three powertrain configurations used in the simulations.

Our simulation work is based on a real e-retrofit case performed by Tampere Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences for a vehicle of Helsinki City Construction Services (Stara) with
funding via Forum Virium Helsinki Ltd. All participating organisations locate in Finland.
The commercial heavy-duty vehicle considered in this study is a three-axle diesel truck
with one driven axle (6 × 2 axle configuration) from 2013 (Figure 3). It has a conventional
ICE powertrain with a six-speed automatic gearbox with a torque converter. The truck is
equipped with a cable lift system, which enables the attachment of different bodywork
making it a multipurpose utility vehicle suitable for a large variety of work cycles. Typical
work cycles include road maintenance work and municipal utility work within fixed re-
gions, daily driving ranges, and changing loading conditions. The specification parameters
of the original vehicle are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Technical specification of the original diesel truck.

Technical Parameter Value

Gross vehicle weight 15,000 kg
Maximum vehicle weight 28,000 kg

Wheelbase 4.0 m
Tyre radius rw 0.53 m
Frontal area A 6.9 m2

Inertia coefficient 1.035
Drag coefficient 1.0

Rolling resistance coefficient 0.006
Max. power @ 1900 rpm 235 kW (320 hp)

Max. torque 1600 Nm
Gear ratios 1–6 3.49; 1.86; 1.41; 1; 0.75; 0.65

Final drive ratio 4.85
Torque converter Yes

Gearbox efficiency 0.98
Final drive efficiency 0.96
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Figure 3. The original diesel truck to be e-retrofitted, together with the removed diesel engine in the
lower right corner. Photo credit: Ruska Tapiovaara, Forum Virium Helsinki Ltd., Helsinki, Finland.

The diesel engine has a maximum power output of 235 kW and a maximum torque of
1600 Nm. The left graph in Figure 4 describes the engine torque and power curves with
respect to the rotational speed. The total efficiency coefficient for the diesel powertrain is
0.94, which is a product of the general gearbox and final drive efficiencies [19]. The fuel
consumption of the engine is modelled as a function of the engine speed and respective
load. The fuel rate map is derived from a specific fuel consumption map that has a generic
shape and the lowest specific fuel consumption value of 192 g/kWh. Figure 5 shows the
resulting fuel rate map, based on which the diesel vehicle consumption is carried out in
the simulations.
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Figure 4. (a) Torque and power curve of the diesel engine. (b) Torque and power curve of the electric
motor, where the both are limited according to the maximum input torque of the gearbox for the
multi-speed profile.
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Figure 5. Fuel rate map of the diesel engine.

In the electric retrofit version, the diesel engine and fuel tank are replaced by electrical
components, including an electric motor, inverter and battery pack. The electric motor
used in the both electric trucks is selected so that its power is within the same range as
the diesel engine power. The battery pack is selected to have a slightly higher maximum
power compared to the nominal motor power. Table 2 lists the principal parameters of
the electrical components used for the retrofitted powertrain. However, it is important to
note that the battery capacity is fairly irrelevant at this point as the simulated distances are
expected to be short enough to be run without considering recharging. We use a constant
battery voltage in our simulations. The battery energy is calculated by integrating the
battery power, which is defined using the battery voltage and current. Effects from other
auxiliary devices are excluded from the vehicle model for the sake of simplicity. The total
efficiency coefficient for the e-retrofitted multi-speed powertrain is the same 0.94 as for
the diesel version. For the single-speed the efficiency is 0.96 according to the final drive
efficiency [19].

Table 2. Technical specification of the electric driveline components.

Technical Parameter Value

Motor nominal power 177 kW
Motor nominal speed 1200 rpm

Battery size 400 kWh
Battery voltage 700 V

Battery max. continuous current 277 A
Battery max. continuous power 194 kW

Battery resistance 0.13 Ω

Both the electric motor and battery can provide temporary peak power for short
periods, the motor over the nominal power of 177 kW and the battery over 194 kW. However,
this may lead to overheating without a proper control of the temperatures. The party
performing the converting work has decided not to overload the battery for safety reasons,
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and therefore they have limited the battery current to 277 A (Table 2). We also choose not
to overload the battery and to limit the motor overloading to the battery power, since the
detailed battery and thermal modelling of the motor are omitted in this study. In our case,
the corresponding maximum battery power of 194 kW limits the overloading of the motor
up to 10%. Besides, in snow ploughing, continuous power is required and peak power
would offer only minor benefit. The torque and power curves of the electric motor are
plotted to the right graph of Figure 4 where the motor power limitation according to the
battery power is taken into account.

The distinctive phenomenon here is that, unlike an ICE, an electric motor can provide
torque from zero speed. Regardless, the output torque is different for cases with and
without a gearbox. In former, a zero speed cut from zero to 100 rpm due to overheating
protection is set since the electric single-speed with a constant final drive ratio cannot
advance the maximum torque when starting from a standstill. That is, the starting torque is
smaller compared to the maximum torque while driving. In the latter, the starting torque
cut is unnecessary due to the gearbox torque limitation. Since the gearbox cannot take in
more than 1700 Nm torque, the motor torque is limited accordingly for the multi-speed
powertrain, which is also taken into account in Figure 4.

Typical efficiency values of an electric motor are used to derive the electric powertrain
efficiency with respect to the rotational speed of the motor and the corresponding load. The
efficiency is defined for the motor-inverter set-up. Figure 6 visualises the efficiency map
used for simulating electric vehicle types. The load is normalised by the nominal torque
of the electric motor and therefore the electric drive can produce torque over its nominal
value, but to note, in our case overloading is limited by the battery characteristics.
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Figure 6. Efficiency map of the electric motor and inverter set-up.

All three powertrain configurations are simulated with two different load scenarios,
resulting in six separate simulation cases. The cargo load profiles represent the truck with
its maximum mass, whereas the snow load profiles represent the corresponding version
with additional driving resistance from snow ploughing, but with a smaller overall mass.
The load case description is added to the vehicle profile denotation (either with ‘cargo’
or ‘snow’).
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The maximum allowed gross vehicle weight, 28 tons, for a three-axle heavy truck in
Finland is used for the cargo load profile. Electric vehicles typically weigh more than diesel
vehicles due to the added mass of the batteries, but as the maximum weight limit applies
despite the vehicle type the maximum gross vehicle weight of the electric cargo truck is
the same as the diesel profile. For all snow load profiles, we use a typical mass of 20 tons.
The mass of additional working equipment is included in this total mass value. In reality,
the total vehicle mass usually varies throughout the driving cycles, but we use constant
masses throughout the simulations to emphasise extreme driving conditions. Keeping the
total weight of different profiles the same also alleviates comparison of the final results.
To clarify, the total vehicle mass is specified only according to the load case, not by the
difference in technical gear.

The rolling resistance coefficient is a central parameter for the resulting traction force
and for typical heavy-duty trucks it varies between 0.004–0.007 [20]. We use an average
value of 0.006 for all cargo load profiles. Then again, snow ploughing causes an additional
driving resistance which is simulated by increasing the rolling resistance. We have mea-
sured data about the consumption of the diesel vehicle while under a heavy snow load.
The average consumption was approximately 80–100 L per 100 km. The driving resistance
in snow load scenarios is determined by increasing the rolling resistance coefficient of the
reference profile until, with a 20,000 kg mass, it results in a similar average consumption
than what was initially given. This occurs when the rolling resistance is set to 0.05. These
main vehicle profile parameters for determining the load cases are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Varying vehicle profile parameters.

Profile Notation Mass Roll. Res. Coeff. Transmission

D6s_cargo 28,000 kg 0.006 6-speed gearbox with torque converter
E1s_cargo 28,000 kg 0.006 single-speed
E6s_cargo 28,000 kg 0.006 6-speed gearbox with torque converter
D6s_snow 20,000 kg 0.05 6-speed gearbox with torque converter
E1s_snow 20,000 kg 0.05 single-speed
E6s_snow 20,000 kg 0.05 6-speed gearbox with torque converter

The vehicle profiles are simulated either with the single-speed or multi-speed transmis-
sion. In former, there is only the final drive ratio between the electric motor and wheels. The
latter is the combination of the gearbox and torque converter, and it also requires modelling
of the gear switching logic which we implement by means of the rotational speed limits
for the rotating machine end. This is applied to both the ICE and EV powertrains, but
with different limiting values. The upper and lower limits for the diesel engine are 1800
and 1200 rpm, respectively. The corresponding values for the electric motor are 1600 and
800 rpm. As it can be seen from Figure 4, the motor power between these rotational speeds
is at its maximum. When the rotational speed drops below the lower limit, the gear is
upgraded and when the nominal speed is reached, the gear is reduced. The limits were
selected so that there would be enough power available for the traction. Thus, the control
logic is not primarily optimised to get the lowest possible energy consumption.

At this point, the torque converter between the motor and the gearbox is taken into
account by modelling its locking logic for the diesel version only. The gear transmission and
torque converter physics are transferred from the diesel vehicle to the electric multi-geared
powertrain as they are, but the locking logic is dropped since it is not yet decisive.

3. Results

The starting point for our results is the description of the traction performance of
the diesel and electric powertrains. Traction graphs provide a general overview of what
kind of performance can be expected with the given traction motors and transmission
systems. Next, the effect of a transmission control on the vehicle acceleration is examined
with a demonstration of the gear switching logic. We also present the map-based driving
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cycles carried out, followed by a comprehensive analysis of the realised speed, powertrain
efficiency and energy consumption results of the studied vehicle types.

3.1. Traction Performance

The traction performance of the truck is assessed using the tractive force graph,
which presents the availability of tractive forces over the whole speed range of the vehicle
operations. The graph describes the capabilities of starting from standstill, hill climbing
and driveability over the speed range so that there is enough force available for sudden
acceleration. When a vehicle starts from a standstill, it cannot benefit from kinetic energy
and therefore more traction is required compared to regular driving. Figure 7 shows tractive
force graphs for the diesel powertrain (on the left) and for electric powertrains including
the single-speed and the six-speed gearbox (on the right), all having the maximum mass of
28 tons.
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Figure 7. Tractive force curves for the diesel (on the left) and electric (on the right) powertrains. The
grey dashed lines represent road slopes in per cent whereas the solid coloured lines show the tractive
forces in each gear. The blue and red dashed lines represent the available maximum torque when the
converter is unlocked in the first and second gear, respectively.

The maximum available tractive force of the diesel version in the first gear and with
the locked torque converter is enough to climb an 18% slope at 14 km/h. The dashed
lines in the traction graph (Figure 7) show the effect of the torque converter. With the
diesel version, the zero-speed traction force reaches about 100 kN and 55 kN in the first
and second gear, respectively. At 80 km/h highway speed, there is enough traction in the
truck to overcome a 1.5% slope in fifth or sixth gear. Then the respective engine load in
sixth gear is around 40% and engine rotational speed is 1260 rpm, enabling operation in
a high efficiency area. Even a 2% slope is possible at the highway speed in fourth gear.
The traction performance of the truck with the diesel engine and the six-speed gearbox is
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considered as the reference as this dimensioning is shown to provide sufficient capabilities
for climbing, pulling away from a slope and soft terrains, and highway driving.

With the electric multi-speed version, the respective traction values are slightly higher
in the small gears. The maximum tractive force in first gear is 54 kN, which is available
already at zero speed enabling a pull away from a 19% hill. Then again, the battery power
of 194 kW slightly limits the tractive forces at highway speeds. In fifth or sixth gear,
accordingly, the electric multi-speed is able to climb the same 1.5% slope at 80 km/h than
the diesel version, but in fourth gear the 2% slope is possible only at 70 km/h.

For the electric single-speed configuration without the gearbox, a separate limitation
of the motor torque needs to be introduced to prevent overheating. This zero-speed cut
in the traction force of the single-speed and the lower maximum tractive force are the
main differences when compared to the electric multi-speed transmission. The multi-speed
version is able to start from a 19% hill in the first gear while the single-speed truck barely
starts from a 7% uphill. Moreover, the maximum hill climbing capability without the
gearbox is around 10% with the corresponding 30 kN maximum tractive force. Nonetheless,
these numbers are relatively low and make the single-speed truck infeasible for many
use cases.

A gearbox, designed for diesel engine use, connected with an electric motor with a
larger operational speed range compared to the engine is likely to have redundant gear
ratios. In terms of traction performance, the third and the sixth gear could be skipped.
Without these gears there would still be enough traction for the whole driving speed
range. Nevertheless, additional gears can be exploited to run the electric motor on a more
optimum operation point taking into account the current speed and loading conditions.
Furthermore, the electric powertrain traction graph (Figure 7, right) includes the dashed
lines to illustrate the possibility to generate extra torque by unlocking the torque converter.
The torque converter in an electric vehicle powertrain is normally considered unnecessary
as electric motors can offer torque from a zero speed. Additionally, electric motors also
naturally offer higher tractive forces compared to an ICE with the same nominal power.
In the e-retrofit situation, however, the transmission configuration is fixed by the existing
components. The gearbox and torque converter in the diesel powertrain are designed
to function together and therefore, they cannot be separated. We acknowledge that the
converter can be unlocked as a secondary option if needed, but in our simulation case it is
considered locked.

3.2. Transmission Control

Based on the gear switching rules presented in Section 2.3, the given logic is demon-
strated with a separate acceleration cycle in Figure 8, where all three vehicle types with
the cargo load accelerate from zero to 80 km/h and then decelerate back to zero speed.
Because the single-speed transmission has a constant gear ratio, its rotation speed is directly
proportional to the vehicle speed.

Figure 8 also demonstrates different motor characteristics and the difference in the
available power. The diesel truck is the first to reach 80 km/h with the most powerful
powertrain. On the other hand, at the very beginning electric multi-speed vehicles accel-
erate faster than the diesel vehicle as a consequence of higher available traction force at
slower speeds. Despite the zero speed cut in torque, the electric single-speed is not far
behind. However, because of the restriction due to the battery power, the final acceleration
of both electric vehicles suffers slightly. This acceleration simulation does not describe
the maximum vehicle acceleration, but it demonstrates the gear change logic. To simulate
the maximum acceleration and to obtain the full vehicle performance, different tuning for
the controllers defining the actual torque values and gear changing parameters would be
needed to ensure the maximum output power.
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Figure 8. The acceleration cycle with gear changing (upper graph) and the corresponding rotational
speed (lower graph) for the three vehicle types with the maximum mass. Note that E1s_cargo is the
single-speed vehicle with a constant gear ratio, which is why its gear changes are missing.

3.3. Map-Based Driving Cycles

The simulations employ experimentally collected GPS data from conventional driving
routes, measured with the diesel truck throughout the year 2019, to create the driving
cycles. Although a large number of driving cycles can be created quickly, the generated
data still requires manual work before it can be used for the simulations. For example, long
tunnels may disturb GPS signals and cause biased variations in altitude, which need to be
manually adjusted afterwards. Altogether, ten different map-based routes were selected
(Table 4) for our purposes.

Table 4. Route profile parameters of the map–based driving cycles.

Route Length [km] Slope Max [%] Slope Min [%] Ascent [m] Descent [m]

1 65 13 −13 541 −532
2 40 15 −13 267 −267
3 29 8 −10 167 −161
4 41 8 −8 315 −323
5 23 7 −7 158 −158
6 77 10 −9 630 −629
7 56 12 −12 396 −397
8 40 9 −14 356 −369
9 21 7 −8 165 −173
10 79 15 −10 590 −590
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The routes comprehend diverse segments from urban to highway driving. All driving
cycles are located in the Helsinki region, the capital area of Finland (Helsinki, Espoo,
Vantaa) (Figure 9). Speed limits for heavy-duty trucks in Finland are set to 80 km/h at
maximum, which is also considered when generated the driving cycles. These cycles are
used for the cargo scenario simulations. For the snow ploughing simulations the driving
cycles are modified so that highway speeds of 60–80 km/h are reduced to 60 km/h to
give a more realistic model for driving with a snow plough and driving in winter traffic
conditions. Figure 10 shows the speed cycles and elevation profiles of the routes with the
cargo load.

Route 1 
Route 2
Route 3
Route 4
Route 5
Route 6
Route 7
Route 8
Route 9
Route 10

Figure 9. Simulated routes located on the map of the capital area of Finland.

To emphasise the principal outcomes, three routes with different speed and terrain
characteristics are used here as examples to report the results. Hence, we refer mostly to
routes 5, 8, and 10. The average speed requests of routes 8 and 10 are among the lowest
and the highest, respectively. Additionally, Route 5 is considered comparably easier as it is
short and variations in its route grades are rather minor.

3.3.1. Speed Performance

Speed performance of a vehicle describes how well it is able to reach and maintain
a speed requested by a driving cycle. In addition to the aforementioned acceleration
capabilities, the route gradient also has an impact on the speed performance. The realised
speed curves for the example routes 5, 8, and 10 with the cargo and snow load are plotted in
Figures 11 and 12. The resulted speed curves for all simulations can be seen in Appendix A—
with the cargo load in Figures A1 and A2, and with the snow load in Figures A3 and A4.

Figure 11 shows that all vehicle types with the cargo load were able to execute on
all routes when the loading was defined by the maximum mass only. The diesel version
performed slightly better during longer accelerations. Table 5 also indicates that despite
the powertrain configuration, all cargo load profiles had about the same average speed
throughout each route. The effect from the acceleration capability of the diesel powertrain
to the average speed shows only on routes 2 and 6 where the speed fluctuated the most.
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Figure 10. Speed profiles and altitudes of the ten map-based driving cycles. The graphs on the left
show the speed profiles and the graphs on the right are the corresponding altitudes.
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Figure 11. Simulated speeds of three vehicle types with the cargo load on routes 5, 8, and 10.

Differences in the speed performance under a snow load were clearer. Figure 12 shows
how the diesel truck is significantly faster than the electric versions whose accelerations
are compromised not only by the additional driving resistance from snow but also by the
maximum battery power limit. Moreover, the electric single-speed is moderately slower
than the multi-speed on routes 5 and 8 (Figure 12). Table 5 shows that the average driving
speed of the electric multi-speed truck is slightly higher compared to the single-speed
version. This can be explained so that a lack of traction on ascending sections slows down
the truck. On Route 10, however, the speed performance of the electric powertrains is
almost equal due to the higher average speed that provides kinetic energy to overcome
challenging terrain (Figure 12).

Table 5. Average speeds from all simulation runs.

Route D6s_cargo E1s_cargo E6s_cargo D6s_snow E1s_snow E6s_snow
[km/h] [km/h] [km/h] [km/h] [km/h] [km/h]

1 42.5 42.1 42.2 40.7 39.1 39.2
2 43.7 43.3 43.3 42.0 40.3 40.3
3 41.2 40.8 40.9 39.7 38.3 38.4
4 39.1 38.8 38.9 37.1 36.1 36.3
5 32.4 32.2 32.3 31.8 31.0 31.5
6 39.6 39.3 39.4 37.9 36.6 36.7
7 44.1 43.7 43.8 40.5 38.6 38.8
8 31.7 31.6 31.7 30.8 30.3 30.6
9 35.5 35.3 35.5 34.0 33.3 33.7
10 49.1 48.8 48.9 43.8 41.5 41.5
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Figure 12. Simulated speeds of three vehicle types with the snow load on routes 5, 8, and 10.

Figure 13 compares the time taken to drive each of the routes. As Figure 11 already
indicated, differences in the total driving durations between the three powertrain types
with the cargo profile are rather subtle. With the snow load the diesel version is consistently
the fastest while the electric multi-speed and electric single-speed version come in the
second and third. Nonetheless, even the biggest difference of about 6 minutes on Route 10
between D6s_snow and E1s_snow profiles alone would not be a bottle neck in this type of
work case.
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Figure 13. Total driving duration for each simulation in both load cases.

3.3.2. Electric Powertrain Efficiency

The diesel powertrain has inherently lower energy efficiency than the electric coun-
terparts due to the ICE characteristics. Its maximum efficiency with a full engine load
and nominal engine speed is only about 40%, which is not comparable with the electric
powertrains with up to 97% efficiency. Simulated output efficiency graphs of electric
vehicle profiles throughout the example routes 5, 8 and 10 are presented in Figure 14.
Related graphs for all simulated routes are available in Appendix B—with the cargo load
in Figure A5 and with the snow load in Figure A6.

One considerable result that appeared on all routes was that the average efficiency
was constantly higher with the snow load than it was in the cargo cases. This stems from
two reasons. First, the increased rolling resistance causes a higher load on the motor for
longer periods of time and thereby results in higher efficiency with less fluctuation than
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in the maximum mass scenario. This stands out especially during highway-speed regions
which is the second reason. At speeds close to or higher than 60 km/h, both the speed
and driving resistance increase the motor load, which occurs as higher efficiency. This is
visible, for example, on Route 5 with the snow load (Figure 14). For kilometres 1–5 the
speed request is higher than during the rest of the route.

Furthermore, the average efficiency of the electric multi-speed vehicle was higher than
that of the single-speed vehicle on all routes. As Figure 6 points out, electric powertrain
efficiency marginally decreases at speeds over the nominal. Additional gears help to
maintain more constant and higher efficiency in spite of the speed variations, which allows
the motor to rotate near its nominal speed and in its most optimal efficiency range. In
contrast, the single-speed transmission forces the traction motor to run outside its most
efficient region. This shows as efficiency drops when going uphill. Route 8, as an example,
has plenty of hills during the first 20 km, which shows as larger efficiency range of the
single-speed compared to the corresponding multi-speed profiles (Figure 14). Although
electric powertrains possess high efficiency, even small dips affect the energy consumption
and overall performance.

Route 10, with the highest average speed, is a good example on how the efficiency
of the single-speed cargo load case is significantly lower for kilometres 10–30 and 35–75,
while the corresponding multi-speed vehicle efficiency remains stable due to the additional
gears which allow the motor to rotate in a more optimal operating range (Figure 14). This
is less significant in the cargo scenarios on routes 5 and 8 which contain fewer highway
speed sections.
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Figure 14. Simulated powertrain efficiency for the electric vehicles throughout driving cycles 5, 8,
and 10. The graphs on the left describe the cargo scenarios, whereas the graphs on the right show the
snow load situations.
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The efficiency performance results indicate that the powertrain efficiency is strongly
influenced by the road slope and speed characteristics. Both incur sudden drops on the
efficiency graphs. The multi-speed profiles clearly manage to compensate for these better
with the gear changes.

3.3.3. Consumption Performance

The total energy flow in each powertrain was obtained through the mechanical work by
integrating the motor and engine power between the traction machine and the transmission.
Table 6 lists the total energy flow in the positive (from motor to transmission) and the
negative (from transmission to the motor) directions. The latter for the diesel powertrain
describes the engine braking energy that is lost in the process, whereas in EV powertrains
it stands for regenerative braking energy which can be stored in the battery.

Table 6. The total energy flow between the engine or motor and the transmission calculated through
mechanical work. Energy values are divided into positive and negative values. Latter in the diesel
case represents engine braking and regenerated braking in electric cases.

Route
D6s_cargo
pos./neg.

[kWh]

E1s_cargo
pos./neg.

[kWh]

E6s_cargo
pos./neg.

[kWh]

D6s_snow
pos./neg.

[kWh]

E1s_snow
pos./neg.

[kWh]

E6s_snow
pos./neg.

[kWh]

1 113/−13 103/−40 106/−45 219/−5 208/−10 214/−12
2 67/−8 62/−24 63/−25 133/−2 127/−5 130/−7
3 49/−6 45/−17 46/−19 96/−2 91/−4 94/−5
4 70/−10 63/−27 65/−31 134/−4 127/−6 131/−8
5 39/−6 34/−15 36/−18 75/−3 71/−3 74/−5
6 133/−20 120/−49 124/−55 255/−8 242/−11 249/−14
7 91/−11 83/−28 85/−31 186/−5 177/−6 181/−7
8 85/−14 74/−37 78/−44 137/−7 127/−10 132/−14
9 41/−7 36/−16 37/−19 72/−3 66/−4 68/−5

10 119/−14 109/−33 111/−35 257/−5 245/−5 251/−7

Table 6 shows that the disparity between the positive energy flow of all vehicle profiles
is rather minor per route and per load case, which means that the vehicles have made the
same amount of driving work. This also supports the comparability between the different
simulation runs. It is reasonable, however, that the electric vehicles with less powerful
powertrains result in a slightly smaller speeds and aerodynamic drag and hence, less work
done in the drivetrain than the diesel version. Furthermore, the regenerated energy of the
cargo load profile is constantly higher compared to the snow load profiles. This is because
the additional driving resistance from the ploughing equipment drains the energy so that
less can be regenerated.

Note that the calculated mechanical work describes the energy flow at the particular
point between the traction machine and the transmission. This means that the energy flow
from the battery needs to be higher than the positive flow values in Table 6 to cover the
losses. In the same way, not all of the regenerable negative energy flow is conveyed all the
way to the battery.

In our simulation model, the total energy consumption is calculated from the energy
source (a fuel tank or a battery). We follow the tank-to-wheel principle where the energy
at the beginning is the energy content of the energy source which is compared to the end
situation. Table 7 lists the average consumption per 100 km for all simulation cases.
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Table 7. Simulated average consumption values per 100 km, where the first three columns are from
the cargo load cases and the last three columns from the snow load cases. The diesel consumption is
represented in litres and the energy consumption in kWhs.

Route D6s_cargo
[L/100 km]

E1s_cargo
[kWh/100 km]

E6s_cargo
[kWh/100 km]

D6s_snow
[L/100 km]

E1s_snow
[kWh/100 km]

E6s_snow
[kWh/100 km]

1 43 128 129 80 348 360
2 42 125 126 79 345 358
3 42 127 129 79 345 360
4 42 120 120 79 340 354
5 42 111 112 79 338 354
6 43 123 124 79 341 355
7 40 131 126 79 346 359
8 52 128 130 83 339 354
9 48 127 126 82 341 356
10 37 132 125 77 347 357

The diesel consumption is not directly comparable to the energy consumption, but to
have a directive conception it was converted from L/100 km to kWh/100 km in Figure 15.
The conversion is based on the generalisation that one litre of diesel fuel contains energy
content of about 38 MJ which equals roughly 10 kWh.

A general conclusion that can be drawn from the average energy consumption values
is that snow ploughing with the 20-ton truck consumes at least twice as much compared to
the 28 ton cargo load in all simulation cases (Figure 15). After the rough conversion from
litres to kWhs, the diesel vehicle energy consumption is still two times higher compared to
the EVs in both the cargo and snow load scenario.
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Figure 15. Simulated average consumptions where diesel consumption values are converted to
kWh/100 km.

It was also noticeable that the average speed had a clear impact on the average
consumption of the diesel powertrain, especially with the cargo load. ICEs are the most
energy efficient at highway speeds and accordingly the lowest average consumption values
of the diesel profiles were obtained on routes 7 and 10 (Figure 15). However, due to speeds
over 60 km/h been eliminated from the snow load cases, the phenomena is more subtle
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with D6s_snow. In contrast, routes 8 and 9 with the lowest average speeds produced the
highest average consumptions. This was not similarly visible in the EV results because of
their high efficiency throughout the whole speed range.

In the cargo scenario the electric single-speed consumed slightly less or as much as
the multi-speed truck on most routes as their average speeds were almost the same per
route. The remained difference is explained by the total final drive efficiency coefficient
that was 0.96 for the single-speed and 0.94 for the multi-speed. Only routes 7 and 10
with the highway speed segments were the exceptions where the electric single-speed
consumed more than the multi-speed because its motors is forced to less efficient operating
range. In practice, the difference in electric powertrain consumptions with the cargo load is
significant only when highway speeds are necessitated.

Then again, in the snow load scenario the electric multi-speed version appears to
consume notably more than the single-speed. One reason is the same than in the cargo
load case that the higher final drive efficiency results in lower consumption than with
the multi-speed profile. The second reason is that because of the lack of available tractive
forces, the single-speed is slightly slower than the multi-speed version and therefore it also
consumes less.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We simulated an e-retrofitted heavy-duty truck with and without a multi-speed trans-
mission to assess its dynamic performance during high-load working cycles. The simula-
tions were based on a real e-retrofit project, where a commercial diesel truck was converted
to electric. By comparing the traction performance of the diesel version to the electrical
configurations, we evaluated the viability of retaining the gearbox and torque converter
from the original powertrain. Two types of load scenarios, namely a cargo load with the
maximum payload and snow ploughing with increased resistive forces, were studied. Ten
driving cycles for realistic routes were accomplished based on map information of the
route curvature, altitude, speed limits, and other characteristics. The VTT Smart eFleet
simulation toolbox was used for creating the driving cycles and running the simulations.

In the light of our results, the six-speed transmission from the original diesel truck is
applicable for the e-retrofitted powertrain in heavy load working conditions. Even though
the single-speed traction performance was not comparable to the multi-speed vehicles,
it still executed all routes tolerably in the both loading scenarios. However, the single-
speed occasionally struggled with overcoming the steeper hills and reaching the highway
speeds, which appeared as a slower average speed compared to the other vehicle profiles.
The simulations indicate that the multi-speed transmission has the biggest effect on the
traction performance. The gearbox supplies the maximum power throughout the whole
operating speed range ensuring higher tractive forces under high load working cycles.
It also significantly improved the powertrain efficiency throughout the whole operating
speed range, particularly at the highway speeds. The multi-speed transmission had some
impact on the energy consumption as well. Due to the higher final drive efficiency of the
single-speed, it consumed equally or slightly less than the multi-speed truck with the cargo
load on most routes. On routes including highway speeds, the single-speed was less energy
efficient than the multi-speed. Additionally, the slower average speed of the single-speed
version with the snow load stood out as a notably lower average consumption compared
to the multi-speed profile. We summarise these results from the multi-speed transmission
as follows. To summarise, the multi-speed transmission:

• significantly improves the traction performance and the overall powertrain efficiency;
• slightly improves the speed performance in terms of the acceleration capability;
• has only a minimal effect on the energy consumption of the electric heavy-duty truck;
• generally improves the dynamic performance of a heavy-duty truck, which supports

exploiting the original gearbox.

When comparing our results to the previous studies, we stand out by the realistic
comprehensive set of driving cycles which enable a more reliable evaluation of the heavy-
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duty vehicle performance. We also studied snow ploughing as a new type of working
cycle and addressed its special requirements for the powertrain. From the e-retrofitting
perspective, the benefit of a gearbox, originally designed as part of the diesel transmission,
was demonstrated.

The maximum battery power of 194 kW distinctly limited the maximum speed for
the electric profiles. The available battery power also compromised the acceleration per-
formance of the electric trucks, which led to the increased driving durations. In case more
reactive or faster performance is required, either the torque converter could be unlocked to
temporarily provide extra torque, or the battery system management could be adjusted
to allow higher power peaks for short periods. At this point, neither of the options were
investigated, but both could be considered as potential objectives in the future.

To simplify our simulations, we made some general assumptions regarding the total
vehicle mass and load parameters. In reality, an e-retrofitted vehicle would weigh more
than the original diesel version due to heavy electrical components, and the transmission
parts in a multi-speed vehicle add additional mass in comparison to a single-speed version.
We assumed that all cargo load profiles weigh 28 tons and the snow load profiles 20 tons,
which needs to be considered when interpreting the results. In addition, our load cases
were simulated using rather extreme values to assess the driving performance properly. In
practise all load parameters are rarely at their maximum simultaneously, which is why the
total consumption values are probably moderately overestimated in our simulations.

The experimental e-retrofitting of the diesel truck is currently in progress. Once the
powertrain renovation is finished, there is a possibility to measure its technical perfor-
mance using telemetry equipment while the vehicle is driven in daily use. The received
measurement data could then be used to further validate our simulation model.
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Appendix A. Simulated Speed Performance Results
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Figure A1. Speed performance with the cargo load on routes 1–5.
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Figure A2. Speed performance with the cargo load on routes 6–10.
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Figure A3. Speed performance with the snow load on routes 1–5.
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Figure A4. Speed performance with the snow load on routes 6–10.
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Appendix B. Simulated Powertrain Efficiency Results
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Figure A5. Electric powertrain efficiency with the cargo load on routes 1–10.
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Figure A6. Electric powertrain efficiency with the snow load on routes 1–10.
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